Volumetric
Object Surveillor

IEE offers innovative sensing solutions for museums, art
galleries and banks, providing enhanced security for
valuable items

Volumetric Object Surveillor: Increased security and protection
The Volumetric Object Surveillor provides
increased protection of valuable objects by
monitoring the volume around the object and
detecting intrusion. The sensor can be configured
according to the dimensions of the object, as well
as the surveillance area.

Security and staff optimization
The Volumetric Object Surveillor significantly
optimizes security staff, providing an additional
security layer by monitoring objects of value and
signaling an alert in the event of an intrusion.
The sensor is able to trigger a direct and immediate warning to visitors and personnel in
the event the security area has been breached.
This direct response alerts onlookers who are
too close to the object that they must step back
immediately. It also alerts security personnel of
the potential threat so that they are able to take
the necessary action to prevent further intrusion.

Two configurable alarm zones
The Volumetric Object Surveillor offers two configurable alarm zones. If the outermost layer
of the surveillance area is compromised then a
preliminary audio or visual alarm can be triggered either directly indicated near the object
or delivered discretely to security personnel. If
the second layer, or rather the area closest to
the object is intruded, then a second alarm level
can be triggered to indicate the higher degree of
severity and signal a potentially critical situation.

High versatility
The Volumetric Object Surveillor can be configured and reconfigured for use with all objects
of value, be it 2D objects such as paintings and
documents or 3D objects such as sculptures and
artifacts.

How the Volumetric Object Surveillor works

3D MLI Sensor™
technology

3D MLI SensorTM

IEE has developed a
3D sensor using MLI
(Modulated Light Intensity) technology. MLI technology is
based on the optical time of flight
(TOF) principle. A non-scanning
light source emits modulated nearinfrared light. The phase difference between the light emitted by
the source and the light reflected
by the persons and objects in the
field of view is measured to create
a real-time topographic image of
the monitored area. By means of
time-of-flight measurement and
sophisticated embedded algorithms,
the overhead-located 3D MLI
Sensor™ measures and processes topographic or 3D data very
effectively, and is able to monitor
the volume around an object in the
surveillance area and recognize
when the surveillance area is compromised.

High reliability in changing
light conditions
Since the sensor emits its own
illumination, the detection area can
be lit normally, or be pitch black
without influencing its measurement.

Easy installation
The Volumetric Object Suveillor can be
easily installed on or integrated into the
ceiling, without requiring invasive aesthetic

changes to the existing architecture or
design of the surveillance area.

Embedded software
The sensor does not require any additional
controllers to process the data it captures.
The decision to trigger an alarm is made by
the sensor, and is immediately transferred
to the alarm system in place (audio, visual
or other).

Semi-automatic calibration
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After configuring basic data such as detection width, length and mounting height, the
sensor calibrates the detection area within

a few seconds. During this calibration, the
sensor captures the presence of all objects
and walls in the detection zone.

Self-diagnostics
A self-diagnostic routine runs at startup and
is regularly repeated to detect any sensor
malfunction. The result is provided through
a web interface, status LEDs and digital outputs.
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Contact
If you’re interested in learning more about our object surveillance solutions, please contact
Massimo Bertellini at mbertellini@aseonline.it.
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